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“The Party’s Still Going On”

Caller:  Jay Henderson
661-805-0302  

 sqcallerjay@yahoo.com
Harmony by:

Mike Seastrom 
courtesy of Rhythm Records

Opener, Break, Closer:
Sides Face Grand Square

*Well, you can wander on down to Camp Street
Any old Saturday night

Right next door to the corner store
Is the house with the Christmas lights

Allemande Weave
**There's a bad dog sign on the fence post

Swing the girl and Promenade
***And step on in 'cause we're all friends

And the party's still going on

Figure
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Well now the Heads (Sides) Promenade 
go about half way you know, 

Sides (Heads)  Right and Left Thru I say
Sides(Heads) Square thru count four

meet the corner do an  Eight Chain Four
There's a bad dog sign on the fence post

Swing the girl and Promenade
And step on in 'cause we're all friends

And the party's still going on

Alternate lyrics for
Middle Break 

*Well, my mama's got a stand up bass in the corner
She's holding down the groove

Everybody's doing the second line
Dancing all around the room

** My papa's in the kitchen, I wonder what he's fixing
*** He's throwing everything he's got into the pot

He's gonna feed the whole neighborhood

Closer
* Yeah, the party's still going on

We're gonna rock until the break of dawn
You won't get us on the phone
'Cause we'll be going strong

** You can forget about all the bad news
And how the wind may blow

Just come on down to Camp Street, y'all
And let your troubles go

TAG
Swinger Boys

And step on in 'cause we're all friends
And the party's still going on
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